There is now considerable information about the couplings of quarks to gauge bosons in theories of the weak and electromagnetic interactions.
Much has been learned about charged-current couplings .fromAhe energy dependence of neutrino cross-sections and of y distributions, and also from the lack of t and b quark production in neutrino scattering.
Knowledge of neutral-current couplings has also come mainly from neutrino experiments.
In this talk I will first discuss aspects of charged-current scattering including the question of whether the cross-sections are "anomalous" in any sense and the subject of limits on the production of new heavy quarks. In the second part, I will discuss a new, unique determination of neutral-current couplings, using data from deep-inelastic and elastic neutrino scatterings and from neutrino-induced exclusive and inclusive pion production. The Weinberg-Salam (WS) theory1 of weak and electromagnetic interactions with the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIN) quark structure2 has been a remarkable phenomenological success when compared with all other weak interaction models.
It is worthwhile, therefore, to discuss charged-current couplings in that context before in more general contexts.
The WS-GIM model has the couplings:
where the primes indicate that the weak interaction eigenstates Cd', s=, b') do not coincide with the mass eigenstates (d, s, b) . This mixing among the quark states is indicated with the weak coupling matrixA: d -
CcC1C2-S 1S2e i6 CcC1S2+S1C2e ib Ccslc2+Cls2e is CcS 1S2-C1C2e ib where Cl z cos 01, S 5 sin 01, etc. and the rows and columns correspond to the quarks indicated. In the discussion which follows, I use-the notation UdL E fiyu(l+yg)d. J. Ellis et a1.4have noted fhat the universality of quark and / lepton couplings requires (in the WS-GIM model) that the ratio of coupling constants squared for cbL to CdL (which is tan20c sin20c) be less than 0.003. finds that sin202
Since the ratio of BsL to iidL is 0.05, one = tan202<0.1 and that in this six-quark model Cc is equal to the usual Cabibbo angle (0 = 13').
The determination of limits on fdi is more complicated. J. Ellis et a1.4 have also noted that an estimate can be obtained following a procedure analogous to that of Gaillard and Lee5 for a four-quark model. These latter authors used the KL-KS mass difference to estimate the charmed-quark mass (given the Cabibbo angle).
When this procedure is extended to the six-quark model, one finds that the results depend on the accuracy of the Gaillard-Lee estimate of the K°Ko transition amplitude (they suggested that their estimate of the amplitude was good within an order of magnitude). If f is defined as the multiplicative deviation from their estimate, then the ratio of coupling constants squared for fdL to EdL (tan20c sin2211 can be found as a function of f and the mass of the t quark (with mc = 1.5 GeV):
While these limits are not as severe as for Gbl,, the coupling tdl, is nonetheless quite small. fore, One can say that sin201 5 0.4 even for a 5 GeV quark.
Therethe coupling CdL coupling zbl, is large.
is always much smaller than Cs,, and the Since the signs of sin01 and sin02 are not known, one cannot make definitive statements about the relative magnitudes of FSL to ?dL or of CbL to ;bL.
However, for most (but not all) angles, the coupling constants squared for 'Es, and CbL are much larger than those for ?dL and cbL, respectively.
In summary, for the WS-GIM model, the t quark should couple dominantly to the b quark, with (in most cases) a secondary coupling to s quarks and with a relatively small coupling to d quarks. The b quark, if it is lighter than the t quark, is likely to decay into c quarks.
The b quark should have a very small coupling to u quarks. In order to consider more general limits on charged-current couplings (outside the context of the WS-GIM model), one can study the energy dependence of otot and <y> in neutrino scattering, uuN + p-+ X (where y : (Ev -Eu)/Ev).
The applicability of limits from neutrino experiments is restricted to couplings via those gauge bosons which also couple to vu; in most models, this means the usual W boson. The requirement used in determining limits is that consistency with all available data be obtained. Some care must be given, since each experiment has different cuts, efficiencies and corrections to the data. All curves shown below were calculated in the context of QCD (i.e.-they contain scaling violations). In Fig. 1 The three solid curves show the effect of a ?dL coupling equal in magnitude to iidL for mt=5, 7, and 9 GeV (from top).
One can say roughly that mt28 GeV. The dotted curve is the result of a idR coupling for a 5 GeV t quark.
In this case there is not a strict limit, and one can conclude only that mt 16 GeV. Of course, one learns more about EdR couplings from neutral-current interactions as is discussed later.
Since the upsilon meson, T(9.4), seems to imply the existence of a quark with mass around 5 GeV, it is current cross-section for neu-interesting to examine the limits for trino scattering vs. energy. quarks of such mass. If mt = 5 GeV The solid curves are the QCD and if the ratio of coupling constants predictions for the standard four-quark model with (from squared for ?dL to Gdl is 0.2, then the results are similar to those for bottom to top): 1) no TdL, 2) mt = 9 GeV shown in Fig. 2 (or for a fdL added and mt=9 GeV, 3) mt ratio of 0.4, similar to the dotted =5 GeV. The dotted curve has curve).
Therefore, a tdL coupling idR added with mt=5 GeV. The squared must be about 0.3 or less of data are from Ref. 9. that for EdL (while for ?dR the limit is only 0.8). The limits obtained for iibL couplings are not quite as strict as for idL.
As long as mb 2 7 GeV, the coupling could be as strong as for-iidI,.
If mb = 5 GeV, then the coupling squared for iibL can be 0.7 or less of that for iidL. Therefore, a substantial admixture of TibL is allowed (although much stronger limits were found for the WS-GIM model earlier).
To If one examines the effects of mb = 5 GeV (motivated by the existence of T(9.4)), then the ratio of couplings squared for CbR to UdL must be 0.1 or less, as seen in Fig. 6 current and neutral-current interactions are intimately related. For example, in SU(2) xU(1) models,' the weak neutral currents can be obtained by adding a term found by an isospin rotation of the charged currents to a term proportional to the electromagnetic current. Larry Abbott and I have recently completed an analysisll of neutral-current couplings. Our analysis is independent of models, but the conclusions are, of course, applicable to any model. As will be shown, we have obtained a unique determination of the neutralcurrent couplings of u and d quarks which shows that in SU(2) xU(1) models, there can be no tdR or iibE COUplingS. Assuming a V,A structure and starting with the effective neutral-current Lagrangian:
.
the allowed values of the coefficients uL, uR, dL, and dR were determined from four types of neutrino experiments.
There is always an ambiguity in the overall sign of the four coefficients (couplings); we chose a sign convention by requiring UL to always be positive. The first input is data for deep-inelastic scattering (vN+vX). We chose to use CDHS data12 since it is at high energy (<E> = 1OOGeV) and has small error bars. ui + di and ui + di.
These data give limits on the values of When plotted on the uL-dL and uB-dRIplanes, The solid curvesaretheQCDpredictions forthestandard four-quarkmodelwith (from top tobottom): 1) nocbB, 2) i?bEaddedandmb=llGeV, 3)mb=9GeV, 4)mb=7GeV. The two dotted curveshaveKbLaddedwith (fromtoptobottom)mb=9GeVand mb=5GeV. Thedashedlinerepresentsthevalue for CDHS datareportedbyJ.
Steinberger.g The data are from Refs. 6-9. the regions allowed at the 90% confidence level are, therefore, annuli as shown in Fig. 7 . The region shaded with lines is allowed by deep-inelastic, elastic and exelusive-pion data.
The regions shaded with dots are allowed by deep-inelastic and inclusive-., pion data.
Since the radii are well-determined by the deep-inelastic data, it is useful in analyzing other data to plot the allowed values of the angles 0~ and 0~ which are defined as OL 5 arctan (uL/dL) OR E arctan (uR/dR) .
This plot has the advantage of showing correlations
between the left and right planes which are not evident in Fig. 7 .
The next input is data for elastic neutrino-proton scattering (vp+up).
New data13 from the HPW collaboration for both neutrinos and antineutrinos has been reported at this conference and is used for this analysis.
Significant portions of the possible angular regions are eliminated by this data. The allowed region (at the 90% confidence level)
is contained within the dotted line in Fig. 8 . A crucial new input into this analysis is data for exclusive pion production l4 for which six channels are available now:
vp + vp=O iN +-;Nn" vn -t unto 3n + 3pr-vp -t vnrt vn + vp rTo analyze these data, the detailed model of AdlerI was used. This model includes non-resonant production, incorporates excitation of the A(1232) resonance, and satisfies current algebra constraints. Because we ignore resonances with mass above 1.4 GeV and use softpion theorems, we must require that the invariant mass of the pionnucleon system (W) be less than 1.4 GeV. The data are not available ' with this cut (and cannot be obtained when a neutron is in the final state). Fortunately most of the cross-section is below W = 1.4 GeV, and indications are that application of the cut would strengthen our conclusions.
Since we consider only neutral to charged current ratios, the effect of the cut is minimized.
Since there is some uncertainty in the model used for analysis, the allowed region is defined as that region within a factor of two of the data (about 3 standard deviations).
Application of the limits from these data reduced the allowed region to that shown by shading with lines in both Figs. 7 and 8. In Fig. 8 where the errors are 90% confidence limits and an overall sign convention has been assumed.
Our results are compared with the predictions of various models in Fig. 9 . SU(2) x u(1) models1 all have the same prediction for the left plane, which is shown with a line indicating the results for different values of sin20W. TheWSmode11,2 is shown on the right plane with a similar line, whereas -for other SU(2) xU(1) models18-20 (A, B and C) only the point corresponding to sin20W = 0.3 (determined from the left plane) is shown on the right plane.
Note that on both planes the WS model agrees with all data for sin2% between 0.22 and 0.30.
In fact it is only for the rnz/mW ratio found from the minimal Higgs boson structure1 that agreement is obtained. This is a remarkable result. For all other SU(2) xU(1) models, the predictions are far from the allowed region for any value of mz/mW. Those modelsare unequivocably ruled out.
Also shown in Fig. 9 Although neutrino experiments are very difficult, they provide powerful tools for analyzing the structure of the weak interactions.
In the last few years, there has been enormous progress in determining the couplings of both charged and neutral currents of u and d quarks.
In the future we can expect to learn more about the couplings of other quarks and of the leptons.
